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after joining the group and joining in the late sixties, santana displayed his knowledge of a wide variety of
musical traditions. this first cd features the song "take it easy" and "play me carlos" which he wrote for
the band. the rhythm section is strong, including the classic congas, maracas and bongos. the lyrics are
simple and the performance is full of passion and conviction. the second cd has songs from the santana,
including the popular hit "sailor" which has been covered by many artists. the tour cd features his classic

hits with the band including "satyagraha" and "it's where i wanna be". the cd is a must have for all
santana fans. there is also a bonus cd with rare, unreleased recordings from the santana rehearsal studio

in los angeles, california. this cd features santanas's most popular song and even has the original
recording on vinyl. if you are a santana fan this is the cd to have. thank you for listening.. pierce brosnan
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cd.solo-album: carlos santana - abraxas - voodoo child: the mother page 1. carlos santana - tres orquestas
- live at montreux 1980 - cd - color (colors #1) - 4. solo in the key of bach - (hispanisch) - 5. solo - (eng) -
6. solo - (rus) - 7. solo - (ger) - 8. solo - (eng) - 9. solo - (ger) - 10. solo - (rus) - 11. solo - (ger) - 12. solo -

(ger) - 13.
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use the following information to download the supernatural (legacy edition) album: release date: feb 10,
2010; catalog number: arista; tracklist: 1. supernatural 2. black magic 3. mystic dreamer 4. evil ways 5.

carnival 6. night time 7. c'mon let's go (let's go) 8. fortunate 8. angel from montgomery 9. good
judgement 10. wise up 11. sweet fire 12. supernatural 13. love devotion surrender 14. love beyond limits

15. masquerade 16. rise! 17. good news 18. i can't stop 19. i'm yours 20. into the night; santana.
supernatural (legacy edition, 2 cds). audio-cd. audio-cd(selected) vinyl.. content, 2 cds. publication date,

12.02.2010. edition, legacy edition. legacy edition 2cd)1970 - abraxas (2006. sacred fire live in south
america1995 - dance of the rainbow serpent 3cd1999 - supernatural (2010. how to download carlos

santana shaman rar files to my device. 1. supernatural (cd, album, reissue, remastered) album cover.
legacy edition. bass benny rietveldcongas, percussion carlos santanaengineer. santana [legacy edition]
[digipak] by santana 2cd. au $11.99. + au $6.00 shipping. supernatural [legacy edition] by santana (cd,
feb-2010, 2 discs, arista). au $21. carlos santana - love devotion surrender [cd]. au $13.10. gli sfiorati

2011 dvdrip download originally produced in 1969, "abraxas" is a jazz-fusion album on which the
legendary carlos santana collaborated with his longtime rhythm section, bassist/vocalist benny rietveld

and percussionist/keyboardist armando peraza. with its latin-influenced rhythms and exotic sounds,
"abraxas" took the nascent fusion movement of the late 1960s to another level. the album was a huge

success, and in october 1969, it was certified gold. 5ec8ef588b
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